
APA FORMAT FOR REFERENCE PAGE

Create APA references using our citation generator and learn how to format, align and alphabetize the APA reference
page.

Time, 15 ,  These are found within your paper, anytime a quote or paraphrase is included. Unfortunately, this
style is quite different. Sony just launched the world's fastest SD card. Ageing and Society, 30 1 ,  Song title
[Recorded by First initial. City, State of original channel: Channel. For all other pages in the project, only
include the title in capital letters. Example: The Boston Globe If you believe that it will help the reader to
understand the type of source, such as a brochure, lecture notes, or an audio podcast, place a description in
brackets directly after the title. Title of edited book. Page formatting Need help with the design and formatting
of your paper? To determine the exact APA citation format for your full citations, scroll down to the section
titled, "Common Examples. All references are listed in alphabetical order by the author's last name. How to
Reference a Lecture This style of reference would be used if you were citing a set of notes from a lecture e.
Similar to journal entries, a blog begins with the date the information was added followed by the content.
Introduction to the structural chemistry of zeolites. They are not associated with this guide, but all of the
information here provides guidance to using their style. Need help determining the title of your paper?
Publishing City, State: Publisher. Use Times New Roman, pt size. Research Questions We know from
previous research that the quality of websites mediates many aspects of e-commerce, and provides insight as
to how consumers view the webpages in general. Capitalize the first letter. You should also avoid any
extraneous words that do not add meaning to your title.


